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Abstract 

The final goal of this study is to clarify the human-
interface requirements for “Digital Paper”. Operation 
efficiency measurements and subjective evaluation were 
carried out, as a first step to discern the differences between 
hardcopy and softcopy for the same tasks. Simple tasks were 
given to 25 subjects using hardcopy and three displays: CRT, 
transmission type LCD with back-light, and reflective type 
LCD. The reflective type LCD was used in two conditions: 
with desk light, and without desk light. Answer speeds and 
correct answer rates were measured in an objective 
evaluation. Questionnaires on viewing ease and degree of 
fatigue were given to the subjects in a subjective evaluation. 
The objective evaluation showed only a slight difference 
between the interface styles; the subjective evaluation 
showed, on the other hand, the clear superiority of hardcopy 
to the other display styles. 

Introduction 

The need to work on display devices is increasing due, 
in part, to the growing popularity of the Internet. If the 
material is voluminous, however, most people prefer to print 
the text on paper. This tendency is clearly wasteful in terms 
of time and paper resources. This study aims at clarifying 
reasons for this tendency1-3. Objective and subjective 
evaluations were carried out on by asking subjects to 
perform simple tasks on various display devices and 
hardcopy. The performances achieved in doing the tasks 
were measured in the objective evaluation. The subjective 
evaluation was performed by asking questions, after 
finishing the tasks, on fatigue and comfort during the tasks. 
Our goal is to clarify the ideal human-interface conditions 
for optimizing “Digital Paper”4, 5. 
 

Experimental 

We tested five kinds of medium: Hardcopy, CRT, 
transmission type LCD, reflective LCD (with desk light), 
and reflective LCD (without desk light). Reading tasks with 
simple English questions were given to 25 subjects. Figure 1 
shows the working scene. Hardcopy materials were placed 
on the screen of the LCD as seen in Fig.1. 

Figure 2 shows an example of a question sheet. Each 
subject was instructed to select the Japanese sentences that 
corresponded most closely to the English sentences. Only 3 
minutes were given to each subject for each task; they were 
asked to match as many English sentences as possible in the 
3 minutes. 

Table 1. Experimental conditions 
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(a) CRT                                            (b) Transmission type LCD 

                       

(c) Reflective type LCD with desk light        (d) Reflective type LCD without desk light                             (e) Hardcopy 

Figure 1. Working scenes 

 

Figure 2. Example of tasks 
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An answer sheet was prepared on the desk for the 
subjects to write the Japanese sentence numbers as the 
answers. Answer speed and correct answer rate were 
measured in the objective evaluation. Questionnaires on 
viewing ease and the degree of fatigue were given to the 
subjects in the subjective evaluation after finishing all trials. 
Key conditions of our experiments are listed in Table 1. 

The screen size on each medium was set the same by 
using masks. The order of the questions and test-medium 
was changed systematically for the purpose of canceling 
influence of display test order and difference in question 
difficulty.  

A task set was given to each subject that consisted of 6 
tests; the 1st and last tests were given on the same medium. 
Results for the second to last tests were taken into account in 
the subjective measurement; the 1st test was used for only 
practice to ensure that the subjects were familiar with the 
test format. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows average reading speeds 
and correct answer rates for all subjects using the 5 display 
media. Reading speed was calculated as the percentage of 
the 20 sentences that were matched in the 3 minutes. Correct 
answer rate was calculated as the ratio of the number of 
correct answers to the number of matched sentences in each 
trial. Figure 4 shows a detailed view of part of Figure 3. 
Effective reading speed, defined as [(reading speed) x 
(correct answer rate)] was calculated for each display 
medium (see Fig.5). The plots show that there is only a 
slight difference between the five media. The media in 
decreasing order of performance is reflective type LCD 
(with desk light), Hardcopy, CRT, transmission type LCD, 
and reflective type LCD (without desk light). 

Subjective evaluation results, which were obtained from 
the questionnaires filled out by all subjects after finishing all 
trials, are plotted in Figure 6. The values plotted are the 
mean values of the answers by all subjects; each subject was 
asked to choose one of five levels of viewing ease and five 
levels of fatigue for each medium (see Table 2). Figure 6 
indicates that, subjectively, hardcopy provides the greatest 
readability and least fatigue. 

It should be clearly noted that, the superiority of 
hardcopy work was more strongly seen in the subjective 
evaluation, not the objective evaluation. This tendency was 
seen in previous study1. 

Table 2. Five answer levels for subjective evaluation 
Level Readability Fatigue 

5 Very hard to read Very fatiguing 
4 A little hard to read A little fatiguing 
3 Intermediate Intermediate 
2 A little easy to read A little comfortable 
1 Very easy to read Comfortable 
 

 

Figure 3. Reading speed and correct answer rate 

 

Figure 4. Reading speed and correct answer rate                  
(Partly enlarged) 

 

Figure 5. Effective reading speed 

 

Figure 6. Subjective test results: fatigue and readability 
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We should remember that these results were collected 
for a simple task conducted over a short period of only 3 
minutes. Another objective evaluation using a task with 
longer duration might show larger differences between the 
media; visibility and fatigue can greatly impact working 
efficiency in long time tasks. Remaining study items are to 
consider tasks that require more time to complete and tasks 
that involve more cognitive skills. 

Summary 

Objective and subjective tests were carried out to clarify 
the difference, in terms of work performance, between 
hardcopy and three softcopy devices. The main results can 
be summarized as follows. 
1) Large differences were not be seen in this study in an 

objective evaluation of effective reading speed between 
hardcopy and softcopy devices. 

2) Large differences were found between the hardcopy and 
softcopy devices, in a subjective evaluation; hardcopy 
provided the greatest readability and least fatigue. 

3) Subjective factors showed major differences in this 
evaluation for the simple and short-time task used in 
this study. 
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